This paper documents the results of a simulation study comparing three computerized optimal weight scoring (COWS) procedures based on item response theory, with conventional scoring.
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Differentially weighting items to improve the psychometric properties of multiple-choice aptitude or achievement test scores has long been of theoretical and practical concern.
Applications of item weighting procedures which were empirically developed or based on classical test theory did not generate the desired psychometric properties (Bejar i Weiss, 197 -5; Downey, 1976) . Lord (1968) successfully applied item weighting based on the three parameter logistic model developed by Birnbaum (1968) to the Verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test (VSAT).
The effect of this procedure is to differentially weight test items as a function of examinee ability on the basis of their item discriminatory power, difficulty, and susceptibility to guessing.
Accordingly, low ability examinees will be given very low weights on difficult test items, thus lowering the effects of guessing, and decreasing test error.
The use of optimal item weights eliminates more test score error at low ability ranges, where guessing on difficult items is more prevalent.
Because of the difficulty (until recently) of accurately estimating these item parameters, and the computations involved in using Lord's procedure, this optimal item weighting method has not been widely adopted.
The accurate estimation of the three parameters of test items has become commonplace with the development of several new computer programs, namely LOGIST (Wood, Wingersky, 4 Lord, 1976) , ANCILLES (Groll Ä Urry, in preparation) and FIT3IP (Gugel, in preparation) . Three FORTRAN computer programs, MAXLIKE, BAZEMODAL, and OWENSTAT have been developed to estimate ability based on the use of optimal scoring weights.
The present study simulates a live testing situation by introducing -item parameter estimation error.
It compares the performance of conventional Ui.it weight scoring with three optimal item weighting methods using the iten parameters estimated by ANCILLES. The data in this investigation were produced with a Monte Carlo procedure which generated examinee item responses.
TECHNIQUES INVESTIGATED
The psychometric characteristics of test scores for three optimal item weight scoring procedures, and a unit weighting scoring method were investigated using three idealized types of test distributions.
The three optimal scoring procedures are based on Birnbaum's three parameter logistic model which states that the probability of a correct response given an ability level is:
where ai3 che item discriminatory power, bj i-3 the itera difficulty, and c i is the item coefficient of guessing.
The three optimal scoring procedures, and a conventional scoring procedure used in the study are described in the following paragraphs.
Owen Bayesian Scoring This method is described in Gorman (1979) and based on Owen (1975) . The method uses the Owen algorithm scoring procedure in a sequential rather than adaptive mode, in the computer program OWENSTAT.
Bayes Modal Scoring
This procedure is based on the work on Saraejima (1969) and assumes that ability is normally distributed. The ability estimate is the maximum value for:
1-1 where N(9) is the normal Gaussian distribution, P i(0) is the probability of a correct response to item i given ability 9, and Q i(9) -1-P i(9).
Maximum Likelihood Scoring
This procedure, described in Lord Ä Novick (1968) , states that the ability estimate is that value which maximizes L (9) in: v
where L (9) is the maximum likelihood ability estimate.
The above two scoring equations were solved in the computer programs BAZEMODAL and MAXLIKE by use of a modified Newton-Raphson algorithm.
Z-Score Transformation
This is a conventional unit weighting scoring procedure where:
where X is the examinee's raw test score, % is the average raw test score, S.D. is the standard deviation of raw scores, and Z is the ability estimate.
METHODOLOGY
Ideal tests were constructed consisting of two levels of item quality, low (a ■ 0.8) and high (a, * 1.6).
Three test types wete developed which varied the item difficulty (D ) distributions in ordei to provide maximum test information (Birnbaum, 1968) at: (l ) evenly distributed values over the ability range 9 ■ -2.5 to +2.5 (rectangular) (2) midpoints of even-sized areas of the Gaussian distribution (normal) and (3) at the ability mean (peaked).
The susceptibility to guessing, c-, was set for all test items at .15, a reasonable average for a five alternative multiple choice test (based on Jensema, 1976) .
Data were generated in accordance with Birnbaum'a ('1968 ) three parameter logistic model (equation 1) in two parts:
(1) creating examinee responses for the estimation of item parameters, and (2) creating examinee responses to all test items with known item parameters.
When the item parameters are specified, the probability of a correct response is strictly a function of the simulated examinee's (sims) ability. To generate dlchotomous responses, the probability of a correct response is determined for the examinee's ability from equation 1. If this probability is greater than or equal to a random number between 0 and 1, then a correct response is generated, else an incorrect response is generated. The item parameters for these items along with items from a separate study (Gorman, 1980) were then estimated by ANCILLES based upon the administration of tests of 51 item length to 2000 sims representing a normal population. These estimated item parameters were used in the three optimal scoring procedures.
STUDY 1
In Study 1, a group of 500 normally distributed sims, generated by the LIRANDOM computer program (Learmonth 4 Lewis, 1973), were administered all tests.
The criterion evaluated in Study 1 was the fidelity coefficient, the correlation of known ability with ability estimated by each scoring method on the 20 and 30 item tests. This statistic has been widely used in other testing research. Samejima (1977) decries the use of this statistic, stating that since it is a correlation coefficient, it is dependent not only upon the test, but also upon the specific group of examinees tested. Testing the same sims from a normally distributed population will hold constant across test scoring methods the effect of the ability distribution of examinees.
It should be demonstrable that a theoretical test can have a high fidelity coefficient, yet have poorer psychometric properties as a function of ability than other theoretical tests.
RESULTS
The results of Study 1 are displayed in Table 1 . The fidelity coefficients, the correlations between known and estimated ability, are typically greater for tests of all types, lengths, and item qualities scored with the optimal scoring methods.
The only exception is with the peaked high item quality tests, where the conventional scoring procedure ordered examinees better, on average, than with the maximum likelihood procedure.
On the low item quality tests, the ordering of examinees is greatest with the peaked tests.
On the high item quality test, the normal tests ordered examinees best.
Note that the 20 item normal test with higher item quality scored with any of the optimal scoring procedures has higher fidelity coefficients than the 30 item conventionally scored test.
Also note that as test length and item quality increase, the fidelity coefficients of the optimal scoring procedures become much greater than those of the conventional method. 
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DISCUSSION
With low item quality, the 20 item peaked test and the 30 item peaked and normal tests provided the greatest fidelity coefficients, the correlation between the ability estimates and known ability.
With high item quality, the normal tests have the greatest fidelity coefficient. This follows from item response theory, which holds that item information becomes more leptokurtic as item discriminatory power (a.) increases.
Thus, since item information is additive, a peaked test with low a. values should differentiate examinees over a much broader range than a peaked test with high a. values.
This study has shown that on this one criterion, the non-rectangular tests are better average measures of ability. Study 2 will examine two other psychometric properties of these test scoring methods.
STUDY 2 v -.■.
In Study 2, the sample consisted of 100 sims at each of 11 evenly spaced ability values on the ability continuum -2.5 to +2.5. The instruments used were the three types of 30 item tests.
These siraa provided data to compute statistics as a function of examinee ability. The criteria evaluated are score bias and test score precision.
Test score bias is the average difference between the known examinee ability and the ability estimated by each scoring method. Test score precision is given by the test score information value, an indicator of the usefulness of the test scores for differentiating ability at that ability level. Test score information is inversely related to the square of the standard error of the ability estimate, and varies as a function of ability.
rv V B RESULTS
The mean difference between known ability and the ability estimated by the four procedures was computed for the 100 sims at each of jhe 11 ability levels. For ease of comparison, these data were aggregated by computing an average of the absolute values of the 11 score bias figures.
These values axe located in Table 2 .
The data show that the bias is lower (excepting the Bayes .nodal scored peaked test of low item quality) for all optimal scoring methods for all test types and levels of item quality than with conventional scoring.
The bias is most severe with the peaked test, and this bias increases with higher item discriminatory power. Two criteria need to be measured when evaluating test score precision. One is the average precision (computed by estimated test score information), and the other is the equiprecision over the ability range.
Since the items for all types of test distributions have the same item discriminatory power and susceptibility to guessing, all tests share identical potential test score information.
The test score information could only be measured over the range -2.0 to +2.0 with this research design, thus some of the test score information for the non-peaked tests is not measured. Therefore, average precision, listed in Table 3 , should only be reviewed within test types. For the testa consisting of items with low item discriminatory power, all scoring procedures yielded roughly the same average information. However, with the tests of higher quality items, the optimal scoring procedures provided greater information than with conventional scoring, except with the peaked test. • -.
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• The equiprecision of the tests by scoring method is measured by the coefficient of variation (CV) of test score information, listed in Table 4« The greater this CV value, the less equiprecise the teat score information. The peaked tests provide the greatest CV values, with the optimal scoring procedures yielding greater values than with conventional scoring.
The peakedness of information increases, as expected, with the higher item discriminatory power items.
The rectangular tests give more even test score precision, with this phenomenon more evident on the higher item discriminatory power test. Although the conventional scoring of the rectangular high item quality test has lower CV values than with optimal scoring, the three optimal scoring methods all yielded greater information at all nine ability levels than with conventional scoring. (Birnbaum, 1968) , the contribution of each item to decrease test score error at each ability level.
The item Information Is a function of the item's a., b., and c. parameters. Since the a. and c., values are fixed in each test, the full capacity of these scoring proceaures is not being demonstrated. Both studies only show the capacity of these procedures to effectively weight items as a function of their appropriateness in difficulty relative to the examinee's ability, not their capacity to weight items as Item discriminatory power and item coefficient of guessing vary.
In spite of this shortcoming, the optimal scoring procedures show a significant Increase in their ability to successfully order the ability of examinees relative to the conventional scoring procedure.
The optimal scoring procedures also measure examinees with more precision ftnd less bias than the conventional means.
This study also assumes that the multiple choice test has five response alternatives.
For tests with only four item choices, or where the chance of successful guessing is greater that .15, the scoring properties would tend to diminish.
The optimal scoring procedure properties would likely diminish slightly, while the conventional scoring properties would drop more significantly. This is due to the optimal weighting procedures capacity to diminish the effect of test score error due to guessing, while conventional scoring procedures are less capable of reducing the effects of guessing.
CONCLUSION
In this Monte Carlo study, three optimal test scoring procedures using estimated item parameters provided better psychometric properties of ability estimates than the conventional procedure.
The optimal scoring procedures provided the greatest advantage over conventional scoring on rectangular tests composed of items with high discriminatory power.
Test publishers should seriously consider using one of these optimal methods to score their multiple i* choice examinations.
With the ready availability of computer programs to % estimate item parameters and optimally score tests, the benefits of enhanced measurement of ability should outweigh the slight increase in computer costs. This study also showed that the fidelity coefficient criterion is only a group psychometric indicator, and does not show the capacity of the test to measure low and high ability examinees.
This criterion should be used with caution to I] avoid making erroneous conclusions. 
